Club Divisions

Recreational

The Recreational category is the best fit for a Sport Club wishing to just meet with others whom like to play a particular sport and play/practice the sport as a group. Competition is not a primary focus within this group. As such, these groups do not travel often, but it is not unusual for them to compete occasionally.

Requirements:
- Practice at least once a week, on average.
- Allow all to join.
- Have 6 active members.

Competitive - Recreational

Competitive-Recreational Clubs seek to function at a recreational level with some travel or desire to have a noncompetitive and competitive side.

Requirements:
- Practice 2 times a week on average.
- 60% of competitive members must compete in at least 1 competition.
- Team must have at least 2 competitions.
- Allow all to join the recreational portion of the club.
- Need to have at least 33% of members as active on the competitive side and 33% of members as active on the recreational side. Note: members will be defined on what portion they fulfill by the club leaders.
- Money must be split 50/50 between the competitive and recreational sides of the club unless otherwise stated and voted upon in the Club Constitution.

Competitive

This is a club that wishes to compete at a high level, whether locally, regionally, or nationally. Competitive Clubs are expected to join a league, sanctioned preferred, and compete.

Requirements:
- Practice 2-3 times a week
- Must have a fair and objective method of differentiating members as club members or team members.
- 90% of team members must compete in at least 1 competition
- Have at least 10 competitions
- Need to have at least 15 active members